Get involved with the latest insulation product offerings at the Coil Winding
2010

The company Dr. Mueller GmbH is always looking for continuous improvement through innovation
and product development as well as implementation of logistic and packaging solutions. The firm
is aware of the importance and big impact of participating in the "Coil Winding, Insulation and
Electrical Manufacturing Exhibition and Conference".
Therefore, since the year 1998 Dr. D. Mueller has been taking part in this leading trade show.
During the CWIEME show 2010 held from 22nd to 24th June in Berlin, the company Dr. Mueller
GmbH will exhibit its line of products: Flexiso (flexible insulating material) and Rigidiso (plate
material), but also it will focus on providing prefabricated and machine parts made of essential
insulating materials such as Type 410 Nomex, Kapton, Mylar, Ultem, Hostaphan and Melinex 328.
For over 35 years, the company Dr. Mueller GmbH, located in Ahlhorn, manufactures and
distributes a wide range of electrical insulating materials, thermally conductive products, gaskets
and technical films for the electrical and electronics industry, the automotive industry and medical
technology.
During the largest display of coil winding and electrical insulation materials, the company Dr.
Mueller GmbH will offer customers technical solutions to their specific needs through personalized
service in order to enhance their end-product performance.
Exposed above, Dr Mueller GmbH strongly recommends attending this trade show, which is not
only an excellent platform for commercial agreements among international customers as well as a
great interaction with most of the actors of the energy sector, but also visitors can know latest
insulation product offerings available from world renowned manufacturers.
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Trademark information
Nomex® is a registered trademark of the company E. I. DuPont de Nemours.
Mylar® and Melinex® are registered trademark of the company E. I. DuPont Teijin Films.
Kapton® is a registered trademark of the company E. I. DuPont.
Hostaphan® is a registered trademark of company the Mitsubihi Polyesterfilms.
Ultem® is a registered trademark of the company GE Advanced Materials.
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Dr. Mueller GmbH
Stefan Schmidt
Zeppelinring 18
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